ENGAGING
PARTNERS &
FANS IN
UNCERTAIN
TIMES
Digital ideas and strategies to help guide
rights-holders in the sports and
entertainment industry.

ADAPTING TO A
NEW SET OF CHALLENGES
The sports and entertainment industry is facing a scenario none of us could have
anticipated. Entertainment and events around the world have stopped abruptly with no
clear idea of a return.
To help our partners through this period, we have collated some research to understand
the risk and provide some ideas that may assist rights-holders to minimise their
exposure during these unprecedented times.

591.4K
327K

CONNECT
WITH YOUR
AUDIENCE
AND DELIVER
VALUE TO
PARTNERS

1.5M

1M

THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Commercial partners have a massive opportunity to connect with fans through their
existing partnership rights
The sporting audience is still there, with an increased focus on the digital
relationship
It is not the time for a sales push. A renewed focus on content and data capture will
enable partners to generate key insights whilst building a direct and sustainable
relationship with fans
Creation of additional digital assets for partners will enable rights holders to show
more value, but also increase revenue moving forward

MINIMISING FURTHER
EXPOSURE
Partnerships have traditionally been focused on branding assets and event specific
entitlements which potentially leaves some rights-holders exposed.
Our partners, Turnstile, have valued approx. US$1.5 Billion worth of partnership deals
across sporting clubs and leagues to breakdown the split of entitlements (on average)
to demonstrate where exposure may lie.

BENCHMARK VALUATION BREAKDOWNS
Club Valuation
Market Benchmarks

League Valuation
Market Benchmarks
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Benefits Value

32%

Exposure Value

IP Value

52-68% Current Deal Exposure

The range of deals that are dedicated to assets categorised as benefits (eg.
hospitality, ticketing, event activations) and exposure (eg. naming rights, signage, kit
branding).

Reallocation of Value

Rights holders can proactively reallocate partnership value into assets that have
traditionally been included as an ‘add-on’ to supplement partnerships – your
audience, content production, amplification and other digital assets.

£3.6m+ (the good news)

We estimate that the bottom half of table Premier League teams could
each unlock this value* through robust valuation and delivery of
activations to partners – and plenty more with a longer-term strategy.

NB sources: * Based on our valuation benchm arks for digital traffic, estim ated database size, social audience and estim ates of content engagem ent.

REFOCUS YOUR
PARTNERSHIP ASSETS
The immediate solution is to shift your focus from delivering event / match day branding
and physical assets, to content and digital assets.
There is an opportunity for rights holders to proactively re-structure elements of
partnerships now to deliver partners with activations in this period of flux, to safeguard
against future uncertainty.
You’ll be remembered by your partners for your proactivity.

CONTENT IS (STILL) KING
With live sport content being scarce, sports fans are
ready and want to be engaged.

65%

of fans recently surveyed said now more
than ever sports content is important to them.

50% increase in online traffic
from internet usage at home* As a result of people working
from home. That’s more time online, more screen time and
more chances of capturing their attention.

76% social uplift
Social media engagement has seen a making it one of the best
places to promote sports related content and campaigns for
brands**.

NB sources: *Vodafone UK. ** Influencer Agency “Obvious.ly & IZEA”.

BRANDS ARE SEEING
POSITIVE RESPONSES
Through

we have a live view of how positively fans are reacting to
activations during this period.

1-8TH MARCH

9-15TH MARCH

5%

8%

18%

68%

Below is some performance metrics from campaigns delivered over the past month,
culminating in a weekend where there was no live sport and ‘lock-downs’ in place.

16-20TH MARCH

21ST MARCH

68% of ALL campaign engagement

was generated in ONE DAY, which happened to be on the first weekend where
there was no live sport – the audience wants to be engaged^.

20,000 new insights

Fans were surveyed during this period where there was no live sport to
attend, with 65% representing as ’Super Fans’, providing us with
information on what content will keep them engaged^.

1.79x

2.83x

The index we measure performance of partnership campaigns Vs
industry average has increased dramatically in the past month –
demonstrating where the value lies^.
Time to unlock the power of partnerships and drive marketing
efficiencies.
NB sources: ^ Greenroom Business Intelligence System – com paring 4 key digital m arketing pillars from partnership perform ance Vs industry average perform ance.

UNLOCKING
PARTNERSHIP VALUE
Digital campaigns give you an opportunity to hit the market quickly and connect
with your audience.
Through engaging fan-focused campaigns, you can enhance their experience
while they are without sport, using relevant content to engage them, helping a
partner drive value from their partnership – and grow your own fanbase.
Below are some initiatives we’ve seen that can be considered or adapted for
your partners.

FAN ENGAGEMENT

Voting Platforms

Gamification

Trivia / Quiz

Promotions

CONTENT ALIGNMENT FOR PARTNERS

Inner Sanctum

Virtual Training

eSports

From the archive

DELIVERING A
PROACTIVE SOLUTION
Every partnership is unique, deal size different and partners objective is different –
but we’ve tried to provide a practical application of what we’re working through
with our clients (on both Brand side and Rights Holder side) to ensure we are
continuing to activate the rights we can and enhance the fans experience.

The Scenario

A major partner has asked how the partnership will deliver value during this period where
there are no events / games to activate against.

The Solution

To reallocate £150,000 of awareness assets (signage, corporate hospitality, ticketing) to a
digital activation framework.

The Framework

The £150,000 Valuation*
£25,000

Digital Assets

Creative campaign assets,
digital development
(landing pages) and hosting
of campaigns on your
infrastructure

£45,000

Content

Production of relevant
content to engage fans
and align with brand
objectives

£30,000

Data Activation

Building lead nurture
journeys for fans you’ve
engaged and manage
data collected through
campaigns

£50,000

Amplification

Provision of budget to
drive content
consumption, data
capture for your partners
and yourself.

*NOTE: valuations will vary dependent on size of audience, type of services and desired objective. We are happy to provide further advice to those that want it during this period.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
AND LEARNINGS

Think differently and be prepared

to move first in providing your partners
with solutions.

Fans are still there, ready to be engaged.
Engaging brands will help safeguard
you against uncertain external forces
and ensure you can deliver entitlements.

Be well positioned for when normal

business is restored by thinking creatively
now to address these unique challenges.

PROACTIVELY ACTIONS FOR RIGHTS-HOLDERS
Refocus elements of your partnerships to digital.
Think about how you can start leveraging digital rights & content.
Grow fanbase through new initiatives to safeguard against uncertainty.

CONTACT:
https://greenroom.digital/
info@greenroom.digital

